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Environmental noise caused by road infrastructures is one of the main local environmental 
problems. In Europe around fifty percent of the population live in areas where the acoustic 
contamination due to road traffic is important and more than 30% suffer from noise levels higher 
than 55 dB(A). Furthermore people’s sleep is disturbed. The tendency is not hopeful because 
traffic and infrastructure kilometers grow every year. For these reasons, it is essential to take 
action to control and reduce road traffic noise. 

Noise is defined as an undesired sound. The annoyance caused by it depends on different 
factors like frequency, rythm and the exposure time.To assess correctly the noise levels it is 
necessary to find an indicator which relates the sound emited to the annoyance created. LAeq is 
the noise indicator most adapted because, unlike the others, it considers all the group of sounds 
that people must suffer during a period of time and, at the same time, evaluates the noise level 
and the exposure time. 

In the year 2002, the Parliament of Catalonia adopted the legislation against acoustic 
contamination 16/2002 setting immission limits for noise exposure caused by road traffic, fixing 
68 dB(A) as maximum sound level during the daytime and 63 dB(A) at night in moderated 
sensitive areas. The most highways belong to these areas, for that reason, in this work, only the 
modarated areas are studied. 

To make an acoustic control of Catalan road infrastuctures it is necessary to define the acoustic 
tipology of all the highways based on the parameters which define the emission and the 
propagation of traffic noise and establish the distances from which the territory reaches the 
quality objectives set by the law 16/2002. The quality distance becomes the control parameter. 
The method used in this work is made by Guide du bruit. It is recomended by the recent 
adopted European Directive, and it is based on the caracteristics of infrastructures (traffic 
intensity, with and number of lanes, upgrades and downgrades and traffic types). 

According to the obtained results and knowing the location of traffic mesuring stations, several 
control points are proposed to make the comprovations on the land. Then, both methods, 
theoretical and experimental, are compared to realize how the theory is adapted in Catalonia. 
53 acoustic tipologies are established from data and every control point is asigned to its group. 
At the same time the characterization of each Catalan highway is obtained individually. 

The most adapted control points to make mesurements are chosen depending on the objectives 
to optimize resources and to reduce the costs. To characterize the traffic infrastructures as a 
whole is enough to make a noise mesurement in each scene to verify the territory. Depending 
on the necessities of each working group or another land conditioners, the best points could be 
chosen. 

The quality distance map let us know the diferent sensitive areas around infrastructures. The 
mesurements in the points where it is not sure if the limits fixed by law are respected will 
determine if it is necessary to carry out effective action. 

The use of graphic methods like noise maps or numeric evaluations of highways allows to 
identify these areas which can tend to have too much noise exposure to develop an urbanistic 
planification more coherent with noise. To keep the acoustic maps updated is useful to have a 
method of detection of acoustic problems easy to use and it is also a permanent picture of the 
present acoustic situation of the traffic infrastructures and its sorroundings in Catalonia. 


